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IABM Annual Awards - 2019 

Creative Collaboration Award Winners

Sveriges Television and partners for
remote/at-home production of the 2019
FIS Alpine World Ski Championships

Collaborating Companies:

Sveriges Television (SVT)

Grass Valley – cameras, base stations, servers 

Net Insight – media transport platform 

Arista – IP switches

Clear-Com – IP intercom

SVT and its four partners won the prestigious
Creative Collaboration Award at the 2019 IABM
Annual International Business Conference for
their remote/at-home production of the FIS
Alpine World Ski Championships in February
2019. The project broke new ground with
remote/at-home production, demonstrating
reliability and robustness across long distances.
It was a collaboration between multiple vendors
and a broadcaster, drawing on their collective

expertise to create a proven use case for
productions of any size and complexity. The
result is a cost and time saving model that
delivers minimal latency – with zero
compromise on the flawless images audiences
demand. The project creates a new approach for
news, sports and live events.



Pushing the boundaries
As the host broadcaster for the FIS Alpine World
Ski Championships, held in Åre, Sweden in
February 2019, Sweden's national public
broadcaster Sveriges Television (SVT) had the
opportunity to push the boundaries of live
production. SVT wanted to be more ambitious
than ever, deploying more cameras and
delivering more angles and live replays for a
rich, captivating viewing experience.

SVT chose a remote production approach but
decided to go one step further and completely
eliminate the need to rent multiple OB trucks to
support the live production operation.

As the host broadcaster, SVT had to guarantee
the stunning pictures that rights holders
demand; there had to be no discernible
difference from the viewers’ perspective, and
media transport had to be completely reliable –
audio and video feeds needed to be
synchronized and latency kept to a minimum.
“We knew from the beginning that we would
need more bandwidth, an adaptable
workflow and very tight collaboration
with our technology partners,” said
Adde Granberg, SVT’s director of
technology and CTO.

SVT’s goal of retaining most of the production
team and functions such as camera matching,
coloring and shading at its home studio, made
ultra-low latency even more critical. The
decision was made to employ an end-to-end,
open standards-based IP remote production
infrastructure – but the challenge was
delivering on the sheer scale needed.

As a long-time Grass Valley customer, SVT
already used its solutions at its main facility and
relied on Grass Valley cameras during live event
productions. There was also a long-standing
working relationship in place between SVT and
Net Insight.

Robust and reliable remote workflows
over 600 kilometers
“When SVT first approached us about this
project, the capacity to support so many

cameras and reliably transport uncompressed
HD signals over IP across such a large distance
was unprecedented,” explained Tor Blomdell,
Head of Products at Net Insight.

Grass Valley had already delivered
uncompressed, ultra-low latency HD, 3G, UHD
and SlowMotion feeds over a distance of 20,000
kilometers earlier in the year with its DirectlP
solution. It was this assurance of reliability over
long distances that provided the bedrock of the
remote production workflow set-up between Åre
and SVT’s main Stockholm facility.

SVT’s remote production workflow for the 2019
FIS Alpine World Ski Championships was built
around Grass Valley’s unique DirectlP capability.
This innovative solution enabled the UXF XCU
base stations to be situated in the central
equipment room in Stockholm, while the
cameras were on location in Åre. The DirectlP
configuration on the Grass Valley cameras
ensured uncompressed HD signals were
handled with greater bandwidth efficiency and
lower latency to ensure audio and video arrived
in sync to the production studio.

During the championship, uncompressed HD
signals were delivered from 80 Grass Valley LDX
86 Series cameras via Arista 7280SR series
switches and 100 feeds, including return feeds,
were compressed using Net Insight's Nimbra
600 JPEG2000 platform. All these signals were
delivered to SVT’s Stockholm HQ over two 100
Gbps fiber circuits from Telia, each outfitted
with Net Insight's latest Terabit Nimbra 1060
media gateways to handle this traffic, as well as
feeds from two SlowMotion cameras, hyper
cameras and all IT and intercom data.

Also part of the workflow was a Grass Valley
Kayenne video production center switcher panel
located in Åre, which gave the director access to
a Grass Valley K-Frame X video production
engine back at the studio, sitting
alongside a multi-format Sirius 850
router purchased specifically for
this project. Arista 7280SR series
switches were used at SVT’s
facility to aggregate all the camera
feeds and a Clear-Com IP intercom
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The result is a cost and time saving model that
delivers minimal latency – with zero compromise on
the flawless images audiences demand
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system supported communications between the
production team and camera operators.
SVT required a unique communications system
incorporating a combination of features to allow for
broadcast intercom to be projected out from their
studio in Stockholm in a way that was familiar to
and trusted by broadcast staff. The solution also
needed to be easily transferable and scalable
between small weekly events and large, biennial
events like the ski championship. “For over 10 years,
Clear-Com has been collaborating with leading
broadcasters like SVT to build the most optimal
intercom solutions to support remote production.
From an intercom perspective, we were able to
achieve several milestones in creating the solution
for the FIS Alpine World Ski Championship,” said
Clear-Com Senior Product Manager Peter Stallard.

The solution included robust, intelligent linking of
Eclipse-HX matrixes over IP networks, native multi-
channel IP-connected V-Series intercom panels,
and the connection of transceivers over IP networks
to support FreeSpeak II beltpacks at remote venues.
Clear-Com’s Agent-IC smartphone intercom app
was introduced to support secure access to Eclipse-
HX IFB’s, point-to-point and broadcast conferences.
The multi-purpose LQ IP Interface unit was used to
provide multi-format intercom bridging to remote
venues using an E-IPA interface card that can
provide local and remote IP interfacing and the
latest AES67 and SMPTE 2110 interfacing. “The
combination of IP and commodity technology offers
efficiency and scalability for the production team,
without compromising the high-quality experience
for viewers, no matter where the event is produced,”
concludes Stallard. 

Reaping the benefits
Using this approach, SVT was able to limit its on-
location staff and equipment, requiring a support
team of around 150 camera operators and
technicians in Åre. The rest of the production
workflow and staff were based in Stockholm, some
600 plus kilometers away. “Grass Valley’s DirectlP
capability was instrumental in enabling us to create
a robust and reliable workflow that could cope with
the unique conditions of a live ski event. 

Additionally, set-up time was drastically reduced –
even for a project the size of Åre – and we were also

able to cut costs on the
project by ten percent
without compromising
on image quality,” said
Granberg.

The same workflow
was deployed the
following month at the
IBU World Championships
Biathlon event in Östersund
when SVT once again acted as
host broadcaster. As Granberg
explained: “In the past, this would have required
weeks of testing and set up between projects, but
now we can be ready to cover another major event
within 24 hours of a production like Åre. That is a
real gamechanger for live production.”

The combination of experience and technology
excellence that SVT, Grass Valley and Net Insight
had between them delivered a record-breaking
project that proves the reliability and viability of IP
remote production in any environment. The FIS
Alpine World Ski Championships 2019 saw the
highest volume of remote signals – video, audio and
data – transmitted to date from a live location to a
home studio.

A step change in live production
“The Åre project demonstrates the next step change
in live production, opening up new ways of working
by allowing a production team back at base to have
all the resources they need to deliver the captivating
content that consumers demand. We are very proud
to have been part of it,” said Grass Valley’s vice
president, live production Mark Hilton. 

“What we have demonstrated with the 2019 FIS
Alpine World Ski Championships is that remote
production can deliver a better fan experience while
maximizing resources,” said Granberg. “This was a
unique project on a scale that has never been seen
before and it proves that this workflow can stand up
to even the most rigorous conditions. We can now
do much more with less equipment 
and staff on location, and this 
experience has given us the ability 
to create programming in new 
ways,” Granberg concluded.

In the past, this would have required weeks of testing and set
up between projects, but now we can be ready to cover another
major event within 24 hours of a production like Åre




